
What began in 2000 as a one-off event in the Amsterdam ArenA, is now an international phenomenon. Until  
now, Sensation  has toured 35 countries  and welcomed over two million visitors worldwide.  With the 
iconic all-white dress code and yearly renewed themes, Sensation l ives up to its name. The Sensation 
concept has won awards for 'best event of the year'  in countries such as the Netherlands, Germany, 
Australia,  Brazil ,  and Denmark.  Sensation util izes the positive power of music and dance as a universal 
language, which connects mill ions of people around the world.

On July 2nd, Sensation will  return to the Amsterdam ArenA with a brand new show called ‘Angels and 
Demons’.  For once, Sensation will  break with convention:  to emphasize the new theme 'Angels and Demons',  
which centers around the concept of paradoxes, Sensation will  introduce the black dress code, in addition 
to the white dress code. 

The following world-class DJs (in order of appearance) Sam Feldt,  Mr White & Yax.x,  Robin Schulz (DJ set),  
David Guetta,  Nicky Romero, Don Diablo and Yellow Claw, will  turn the Amsterdam ArenA into a dance music 
temple where fans can celebrate l ife until  the early morning hours.

After Amsterdam, the Sensation experience will  travel with three different shows to iconic venues in Mexico 
(Ocean of White),  Japan (Innerspace) and Dubai (The Desert Dome).

We will  be documenting this unique experience, providing a dynamic 60-minute program showing all  
the ins and outs of the event and featuring the best moments of the show. Together with the featured 
artists we will  tell  the incredible story of Sensation from their perspective. The end result will  be a 
mind blowing special that takes you into the world of Angels and Demons.
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